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Abstract—Although many protocols exist for peripheral nerve
regeneration [1], there has yet to be a single, uniformly applied
method that insures a result comparable to autologous nerve
grafting - the current gold standard in peripheral nerve repair.
For these experiments, MicroFab used its ink-jet dispensing
technology to print biocompatible polymers to form nerve
regeneration conduits. These proof of concept experiments
ultimately show, that ink-jet dispensing technology can form a
conduit with the aid of a mandrel. This prospect leaves great
potential for future development of digitally driven, direct-write
nerve regeneration constructs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ajor loci of tissue engineering research for peripheral
nerve repair has centered upon the development of
tissue generating scaffolds constructed of various materials.
Mainly consisting of natural [2]–[4], synthetic or hybridized
[5] substances, each has been employed to act as cell
seeding scaffolds, ultimately constructing an endogenously
derived tissue mass. A separate arm of this research has
focused upon identifying and characterizing the type and
actions of various biomolecules present in endogenous
tissue [6]. By combining both areas of research, laboratories
have created a rudimentary technology that has allowed for
limited peripheral nerve repair on a small scale. The most
current and successful techniques for the manufacture of
guidance conduits are limited to mold casting, extrusion
methods, or dipping which allow for the formation of simple
shapes as long as they reside in the macroscale.
Aligned in principle with creating tissue substrates that
favor cellular attachment and proliferation, research in
peripheral nerve repair has relied upon the construction of
guidance conduits or tubules. The idea of using a guidance
construct is not new [7], [8], however more recent research
has characterized many of the traits conduits should posses
to maximize their therapeutic effect. Conduit micro-texture
[7], [9], permeability [10], [11], biomolecule incorporation
[12]–[16], and conduit dimensions have all remained
characteristics that researchers attempting peripheral nerve
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repair must control to be successful. Difficulty in controlling
these characteristics remains directly attributable to control
over the fabrication process. Although certain technology
(i.e., mold-casting, extrusion methods, dipping) has allowed
production of porous conduits of bioabsorbable material and
conduits containing regeneration promoting biomolecules,
these procedures still rely on crude manufacturing
technology. The availability of ink-jet microdispensing
technology applied to fabricating nerve guidance conduits
allows researchers to manipulate fabrication variables
currently unavailable through modern manufacturing
techniques.
II. CONDUIT PRINTING STATION
MicroFab has successfully created a Tissue Engineering
platform that incorporates MicroFab’s proprietary ink-jet
printing technology for dispensing bioabsorbable polymer
solutions (Fig. 1). In this smaller platform, high-speed, highprecision servomotors were chosen to be the X-Y-Z axis
motors for their ability to track position relative to a
programmed reference point and double-check its position
while in motion. This tracking ability allows the stages to
respond to programming demands while maintaining a
200µm position tolerance. A multi-hardpoint plate was
attached to the Z-axis motor to which the ink-jet printing
device, substrate looking camera and device viewing camera
were attached. In this configuration, the operator may
examine the substrate and the dispensing device
simultaneously. The X and Y motors are mounted onto a
vibration-isolated aluminum plate tabletop to further
increase dispensing accuracy. An updated version of
MicroFab’s JetlabTM software was installed to allow raster
printing, enabling faster print-on-the-fly command execution
with the same high level of precision as drop-on-demand
printing. The Y-axis motor is mounted onto the X-axis
motor that is mounted to the vibration-isolated plate. A
special table mounting is placed on the Y-axis motor that
accepts a fixture, capable of holding 60mm and 35mm tissue
culture dishes. This plate also accepts a mounting that holds
a stepper motor to enable printing onto a horizontal mandrel.
In this configuration, the print station can dispense
bioabsorbable polymer solutions onto a mandrel for direct
fabrication of nerve conduits.

same weight ratios. This polymer formulation met the
criteria of bioabsorbability and good printing characteristics
through MicroFab dispensing devices. While TEEX-29b
maintains 2.2 wt. % polymer in solution, TEEX-31b has 12
wt.%. This larger weight percent made it especially suitable
for mandrel printing.
B. Mandrel Printing Method
We reconfigured the printing station for mandrel printing,
where we dispensed TEEX-29b and TEEX-31b onto a
rotating mandrel (Fig. 2). The station executed a printing
program that dispensed our polymer solutions onto a
mandrel 1.8 mm in diameter. After printing 10 layers of
polymer, the mandrel was removed and washed in heptane
for 10 minutes. Heptane is a solvent for the polymer’s
chlorinated solvents, but not a solvent for either copolyester.
Its action is to extract chlorinated solvents from the polymer
solutions after printing. Altering the number of successive
layers determined the wall thickness. Final solvent
extraction required placing the printed conduit under
vacuum (28 in Hg) overnight.
Fig. 1. MicroFab's prototype tissue engineering platform.

III. CONDUIT MANUFACTURE
A. Polymer Formulation
Polymer solutions were engineered based on three
criteria: 1) bioabsorbability, 2) ability to be ink-jet printed,
and 3) cellular adhesion to the polymer surface. In all, 31
polymer formulations were created that involved co-polymer
modifications of the structural polymer poly L-lactide [13].
All formulations used either copolymers of poly lactic acidpoly ethylene glycol (PLA-PEG), PLA, D,L-lactide or polyL-lactide-caprolactone4 (PLC) dissolved in solvents. These
polymers have repeatedly been shown in the literature [10],
[17], [18], as suitable materials for in vitro cell adhesion and
neurite extension studies. Initial formulations failed criteria
2, as they were not easily ink-jet printable. The large
numbers of formulations were required to alter solvent ratios
to optimize printing characteristics such as drop formation
and wetting along the substrate.
Formulation TEEX-29b and TEEX-31b proved to meet
all three criteria. Polymers in both solutions are
bioabsorbable as shown in the literature [10], [17], and [19],
TEEX-29b is a printable solution consisting of a copolymer
of L-lactide and D, L-lactide dissolved in a 50:50 ratio
(wt.%) of trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethane. The
copolymer contained approximately 15 wt. % of D, LLactide. This solvent mixture successfully dissolved the
polymer as well as created optimal printing characteristics
yielding a solution with a final polymer concentration of
2.2wt. %.
TEEX-31b is a solution of poly-l-lactide-caprolactone
(50:50) dissolved in the same solvents as TEEX-29b in the

Fig. 2. Close-up of conduit printing mandrel.

C. Printing Results
Using ink-jet dispensers to apply the polymer, we were
able to take advantage of its high precision deposition,
unavailable with dipping or coating methods. As shown in
detail from the conduit fabricated in Fig. 3, support ribs of
TEEX-29b were printed onto the conduit to create a
structural support after dispensing luminal layers of TEEX31b. By dispensing the harder polymer in a structurally
significant manner, we assert that we can increase the
conduits resistance to compression without adding excessive
bulk to the conduit. These support patterns can be altered,
depending upon the need of the application, through changes
in the printing software.
Printing an external support structure as opposed to
simply creating a conduit from high molecular weight
copolymers, or coating the entire conduit with different
polymers, offers the flexibility to design conduits with
structural properties unavailable through dipping or coating
methods. As shown, these features can be precisely
dispensed along the mandrel to form a desired shape.

should focus on manufacturing flexibility, protein and
cofactor elution, and porosity.
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